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of Digital Humanities  
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Utmaningen

Vi möter [digital humaniora] 
i interaktionen med såväl 
forskning som utbildning
– Hur förhåller vi oss till digital humaniora?
– Hur stöttar vi forskare och studenter?

Digital humaniora utmanar biblioteket
Mötesplats Profession – Forskning i Växjö 22–23 oktober 2018
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:liu:diva-153253

Photo by Yale University Library Digital Humanities Lab 
http://digitalhumanities.yale.edu/

”Vi har nyligen haft en dialog med initiativ-
tagarna till forskningsområdet inom DH, 
för att se hur biblioteket kan stödja 
och involveras i projektet.”

”Hittills tycker vi att det varit lite svårt 
och spretigt. Vi vill gärna vara med i detta 
spännande fält som växer fram. En utmaning 
kan vara att ha rätt kompetens på UB 
för nya områden som detta!”

Photo by Sffubs on wikipedia / Mapdata © 2017 Google

Linköping University Library
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• Makerspace
• Digital lab
• 3D printer/CAD
• Digital storytelling
• Virtual Reality
• Simulated classrooms
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DigiMaker

Uppsala University Library
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• Digitisation
• Digital archives
• Data literacy
• Digital methods
• New media
• Lab spaces Campus Gotland
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• Digitisation, 
digital archives
and born-digital 
artifacts

• Apps to organise
documents, data, 
pictures and results

• Queries and 
algortihms to explore
large collections http://digitalhumanities.yale.edu/projects.html

Reference, explore and analyse
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• Building prototypes, 
digital tools and 
infrastructure

• Mixing methods, 
data or tools into
new domains

• Bridging knowledge
and ideas across
disciplines

http://mith.umd.edu/digital-dialogues/

Reach out & publish
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• Open science, open
data, open source 
and co-creation

• Digitalt storytelling, 
exhibitions and data 
journalism

• Visualising data, 
objects and places
(digital & physical)

http://neatline.org/

Digital Sources, Artifacts and Technology

Crossref EndNote

NVivo QGIS

Excel FromThePage

FineReader Python
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• Skills and licensing
for large scale
database queries

• Finding and using
data from digital 
archives

• File types, API:s and 
web scraping

• Transcriptions and 
data collection

Interdisciplinary Techniques
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• Organise data, notes, 
reference and other
sources

• Data modeling and 
visualisation techniques

• Custom queries with
text, image and data 
analysis tools

Tropy Nvivo

GitHub RStudio

3D printer VR

ArcGIS Touch 
screen

New Media and Modes of Dissemination
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• Cite and publish apps
data and databases

• Produce websites, 
multimedia and 
visualisations

• Use platforms for 
open data, open
source and Crowd
Sourcing

Omeka-S Zooniverse

Europeana Alvin

Tableau Blender

SketchUp Sketchfab
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Introduction 
Digitisation of information and methods has brought new possibilities and challenges into all 
aspects of society and a direction of continued advances is readily apparent in strategic 
initiatives all the way from European and national funding to directives at individual academic 
institutions in Sweden. Resources that used to be available only in physical archives are 
becoming more freely accessible on the internet, far beyond the walls of the library, and in 
formats that can be read and interpreted by apps and algorithms.  

Nine years ago, digital humanities (DH) was described as “the next big thing” and the concept 
has later been compared to an allegory of the future of the humanities (Liu, 2012). Today 
library employees encounter the term in their interactions with education and research alike. 
The process of understanding and framing the challenges and possibilities that DH has brought 
into the library has been a topic in parallel initiatives at Linköping University Library and at 
Uppsala University Library. 

Questions 
The purpose of this paper is to draw on the experience of academic libraries to frame the 
challenges and possibilities of supporting DH in a Nordic context. The paper aims to answer to 
the following questions from a Nordic academic library perspective: 

• How do we understand to the notion of DH in the library? 

• How do we (re)organise to support researchers and students in DH? 

Background 
Burdick (2012) writes that DH has encouraged new ways of conducting research in the 
humanities and that a possible effect is that traditional boundaries start to blur as 
collaborations between disciplines form. And the exploding wealth of computers, mobile 
devices and new communication channels enables global knowledge creation and sharing 
(Nyberg et al, 2012). As a consequence, the intersection of digital methods, technology and 
humanities can expand and enhance humanities research with increased accessibility both 
within and beyond the academic context (Burdick, 2012). Drucker et.al. (2013) and Raffaghelli 
et.al. (2013) describes DH as a mix of humanities and digital technology. Svensson (2010) 
define a Centre for Digital Humanities as the place or event where new knowledge is created in 
the humanities, with digital methods, media and technology. The idea of a place for DH has 
since been realised in Swedish universities e.g. in Umeå (Humlab) and Lund (Humanities Lab), 
and the idea of a DH lab is a recognised idea of how DH can be executed. 

   
 

   
 

• Engaging staff with technical skills, subject expertise and a learning mindset (Lewis et 
al, 2015) in DH projects, labs and events 

• Creating digital and physical spaces to support DH tools and practices 

• Adopting and sharing practices and expertise with other libraries and academic 
infrastructures 
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We Faced Digital Humanities (DH) in 
Interactions with Researchers and Students 
then Asked: How do we DH? 
• How do we relate our work to a complex 

and evolving notion such as DH? 

• How do we (re)organise to support 
researchers and students in DH? 

 
 
We Looked for Answers in Interviews,  
Surveys and DH Activities at Libraries  
in the Nordics and Beyond 
• Interviews, observations and documents from 

libraries in the Sweden, Denmark, and the USA 

• A survey on how libraries in Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway and Finland describe their work related 
to DH 

• Design and evaluation of DH activities  
for students and researchers at Uppsala 
University Library 

 
 
We Framed New Challenges and 
Opportunities in a Life-Cycle Perspective 
on Research and Education 
• Access, Study, Publish 

• Create, Manage, Publish, Archive 

• People, Activities, Services, Tools and Places  
 
 

We Found that Nordic Academic Libraries 
are at an Early Stage of Organising  
their Work to support DH  
• Position staff/services close to active 

research and education with elements 
of DH 

• Frame DH activities in the context of 
today’s goals and responsibilities 

• Engage staff with technical skills, subject 
expertise and a learning mindset (Lewis et al, 
2015) in DH projects, labs and events 

• Create digital and physical spaces to 
support DH tools and practices 

• Adopt and share practices and 
expertise with other libraries and 
academic infrastructures 
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Biblioteket förändras, tjänster

www.alvin-portal.org
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Biblioteket förändras, rummet
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